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oecd economic surveys netherlands - this overview is extracted from the economic survey of the
netherlands. the survey is published on the responsibility of the economic and development review committee
(edrc) of the oecd, which is oecd economic surveys netherlands - the use of such data by the oecd is
without prejudice to the status of the golan heights, east jerusalem and israeli settlements in the west bank
under the terms of international law . oecd economic surveys: netherlands oecd economic surveys:
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care reform most recent editions isbn 978-92-64-12790-6 10 2012 11 1 p issn 0376-6438 oecd economic
surveys - rtlnieuws - oecd economic surveys . netherlands . 2014 . 2 this document and any map included
herein are without prejudice to the status of or sovereignty over any territory, to the oecd economic
surveys: netherlands 2010 - overheid - the oecd is a unique forum wh ere governments work together to
address the economic, social and environmental challenges of globalisation. the oecd is also at the forefront of
efforts to oecd economic surveys netherlands - recent oecd work suggests that structural reform can help
to address imbalances in the euro area. in surplus countries germany and the netherlands reforms should aim
at stimulating investment and support domestic demand, while deficit countries should focus on product and
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environmental challenges of globalisation. economic surveys and data analysis - oecd-ilibrary - oecd
economic surveys and data analysis ciret conference proceedings, paris 2000 ... netherlands, norway,
portugal, spain, sweden, switzerland, turkey, the united ... this twenty-fifth conference of the center for
international research on economic surveys bears witness to the longevity and vitality of a research program
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subscription ... luxembourg, mexico, the netherlands, new zealand, norway, poland, portugal, the slovak
republic, ... oecd economic surveys issn 0376-6438 (print) issn 1609-7513 (online) oecd economic surveys:
united kingdom 2011 - march 2011 oecd/publishing oecd economic surveys united kingdom special feature:
housing most recent editions isbn 978-92-64-09286-0 10 2011 05 1 p
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